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Cleaning up the afterlife â€“ one spirit at a time!R to L (Japanese Style).Cleaning up the afterlife â€“

one spirit at a time!Ever since he was little, Ichigo Kurosaki has been able to see the spirits of the

dead, so when a teenage girl materializes through his bedroom wall, this should be no call for alarm.

Rukia Kuchiki is a shinigami, a member of the mysterious Soul Society that is charged with

capturing rogue ghosts, and is hot on the trail of an evil spirit. But in the ensuing confrontation,

Ichigo absorbs Rukia's powers, giving him the ability to not only see the undead, but to fight them as

well. Now this 15-year-old high school student begins a brand new vocation: hyperkinetic,

all-purpose ghost-busting. With enough attitude to make a grown ghost blush, Ichigo and crew are

taking on the after-life one ghoulie at time.Orihime's return from the Soul Society is interrupted by

the Arrancar Ulquiorra, who has a different, terrifying path for her. Using duplicitous tactics,

Ulquiorra convinces Orihime to accompany him to Hueco Mundo, which brands her as a traitor in

the Soul Society's eyes and therefore unworthy of rescue. Ichigo refuses to abandon his friend, and

sets out to storm Hueco Mundo to set her free! But can he win when the entire world is against

him?!
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The twenty-seventh volume of "Bleach" is another major turning point for the series.And Tite Kubo

manages to throw a few unexpected (though not unforeshadowed) twists and surprises into the mix.

This entire volume revolves around the sudden departure of a major character from her home to the



enemy's side, and how her friends are going to deal with it -- think of it as the reverse of the Soul

Society arc.On the way back from Soul Society, Orihime is waylaid by the arrancar Ulquiorra -- and

he tells her that he will kill her friends unless she comes with him. In the meantime, Hitsugaya and

Urahara use their own powers and tricks on the arrancar in a pitched battle, while Ichigo battles the

frenzied Grimmjow almost to the death -- even with help.That night, Orihime appears in Ichigo's

bedroom to say goodbye -- and is whisked away to Hueco Mundo.The next morning, Ichigo learns

of Orihime's disappearance, and the Soul Society's belief that she has defected to Aizen's side.

Renji, Rukia and the others are recalled, but Ichigo refuses to give up on Orihime, especially after

Tatsuki lays into him. Now he, Chad and Uryu must set out for Hueco Mundo... which is far more

dangerous than they ever expected.The twenty-seventh volume of "Bleach" revolves around

Orihime Inoue and her mysterious "reject" power: she's revealed to have a strength that even Aizen

covets, and no one has heard of. She ends up walking straight into his domain, and so begins a

new arc that focuses on rescuing her. It's a sort of reversal of the whole rescuing-Rukia arc, where

they have to rescue someone who went "willingly" and is being held by Hollows rather than Soul

Reapers.What's more, Orihime's feelings for Ichigo Kurosaki (which have been obvious for the

ENTIRE seires) are outlined in a bittersweetly beautiful little chapter. The scene where she quietly

says farewell to a sleeping Ichigo is almost painfully lovely. And there are hints that he may be more

than fond of her -- not just because he shoots straight off to Hueco Mundo, but because of his rage

at her being called a traitor, and his painful, benumbed attitude when he finds that she's gone.But

it's not all misery and angst -- Kubo does include some spectacular fight scenes. There are some

brilliant battles between Hitsugaya's ice pillars and the snotty Luppi, and the puckish Urahara shows

off his newest toy.And in the last few chapters Chad and Uryu get to show off the new powers

they've built up through their training. These boys know what they're doing. Also add a couple of

ugly new arrancar into the mix, and you've got some wonderfully explosive climactic scenes -- with

giant stabbing fingers and Uryu's new'n'improved Quincy bow as the highlights.Oh yes, and there is

a rather unexpected twist involving Ichigo's friends Tatsuki, Keigo and Mizuiro. It's not clear how this

will pan out, but it's sure to be interesting.The twenty-seventh volume of "Bleach" is the beginning of

something massive, and it's handled with a combination of incisive action and bittersweet beauty.

Definitely worth reading... and completely necessary to everything that comes after it.

This series is almost unequaled in its depth of characters, its storylines, and its length. A well written

almost never ending tale of action adventure love betrayal death and almost everything human. Buy

the manga, Buy the movies, Buy the dvd's. If you can find it on blu-ray pick it up and keep it forever.



Its certainly worth it.

Tite Kubo, Bleach: Good-Bye, Halcyon Days (ViZ, 2001)With the arrancar threat running ahead of

schedule, the head of the Soul Society decides to withdraw his troops to the Soul Society itself

rather than worry about Karakura. Orihime, training with Rukia in the Soul Society, is dispatched

back to the human world--but is kidnapped by Ulquiorra on the way. Without any hope of Soul

Society help, Ichigo decides he needs to take on Orihime's rescue himself. A welcome return to

form in this volume, and I'm as excited to get to the next one as I was back during the first few

volumes. ****

Great volume to read so far this is definitely going to complete my bleach manga volumes. orihime

on the front to :)

I really like this manga and I should've gotten it here in the first place and not the other place where

I waited for weeks.

i like the history

This is the best chapter so far. More Orihime and more Orihime means more gigantic melons. They

will give you a boner for hours. So give your self this manga and giver yourself boners for days to

COME. Enjoy the most riviting episode ever
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